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Rpwl - Midguided Thought

                            tom:
                G
Intro: G  Gbm  G  Gbm  E
        G  Gb  F  E  D

Bm
Some keep on learning
                  Gbm
Try to understand
                            Dbm
And bring the rain into the dryness
Bm
Some keep on burning
                             Gbm
For the truth in their hands
                             Dbm
Like a new light blinds the darkness

( B )

Bm
Some are believers
                                       Gbm
Close their hearts and close their eyes
                             Dbm
For the truth that's waiting outside
Bm
Some keep in sleeping
                                  Gbm
They don't hear the tolling bells
                                 Dbm
They come and try to break this world apart

        G
In the name of the lord
        Gbm
we can burn down the world
          G
Who's to blame when we all stay
       Gbm           E
in a kingdom never come?
          G
It's the rise and the fall
      Gbm                          G
of a world that was brought by the baser
                  Gbm        E
human Needs and a misguided thought

( G  Gb  F  E  D )

Bm
Some are deceiving
                           Gbm
Sowing grief over the land

                       Dbm
And they are not to be outdone
Bm
Some are the dreamers
                                Gbm
They gently open heart and mind
                            Dbm
To see that truth is just a breath away

        G
In the name of the lord
        Gbm
we can burn down the world
          G
Who's to blame when we all stay
     Gbm            E
in a kingdom never come?
          G
It's the rise and the fall
     Gbm
Of a world that was brought
       G
by The baser human needs
      Gbm        E
And a misguided thought
Bm
We're still concealing
                           Gbm
That the concept of one God
                    Dbm
is the ruin of all wisdom
Bm
So keep on breathing
                               Gbm
Try to keep your thoughts alive
                                    E
Don't let the try break this world apart

       G
In the name of the lord
        Gbm
we can burn down the world
         G
Who's to blame when we all stay
      Gbm           E
in a kingdom never come
          G
It's the rise and the fall
      Gbm
Of a world that was brought
       G
By the baser human
            Gbm        E
Needs and a misguided thought

Acordes


